
CIS2360 PRACTICAL
Week 16

Rails Basics
Rails applications are initially generated using the rails command. So, for example, if you 
wanted to create a new Rails project called (say) blog, you would enter the following at a 
command line prompt:

rails blog

If our blog application is to have a model named entry with attributes title and content, then 
we would generate this model as follows:

./script/generate model Entry title:string content:text

This will create a model class (see app/models) and the DDL for creating its corresponding 
DB table. The DDL code will be present within a migration (see db/migrate). To create our 
actual DB table we need to run the migration with:

rake db:migrate

As there is no front-end code, we can currently only interact with this application via the 
console. You gain access to the Rails console via:

./script/console

Default front-end code can be generated using:

./script/generate scaffold Entry title:string content:text

This will automatically generate:

• a model class and DDL code for the DB table (as for a script/generate model execu-
tion)

• a controller supporting full CRUD actions (see app/controllers)

• view templates for each controller action (see app/views)

• restful routing (see config/routes.rb)

Running a local web server with:

./script/server -u
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allows the scaffold code to be interacted with by browsing to URLs such as1:

http://localhost:3000/entries

At latter points on this course, we will explain what is going on here. For now just accept 
that some magic is happening!

Questions
1. Ensure you complete the Ruby tutorial at:

http://TryRuby.org

before attempting any of the questions in this week’s practical!

2.

a. Implement (either via a scaffold or model generator - see above!) the following class 
diagram in Rails:

U S E R

name: string

email: string

dob: datetime

b. By writing Rails code for the config/seeds.rb file, populate your Rails database ta-
bles with 1000 random2 entries - your database may then be populated using rake 
db:seed.

3. Edit the migration you have generated in question 1 so that an extra column is added 
to your User model. The column should be titled age and have type integer. Ensure 
that your seed.rb file is updated so that we may take advantage of this new column. 
Also ensure that you rerun your migrations here (remember, you will need to drop your 
database tables first here!).
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1 Note: here we use the controller name to access our application via a browser.

2 Hint: here are some useful code snippets that I located with a simple Google:
•http://snippets.dzone.com/posts/show/491
•http://stackoverflow.com/questions/88311/how-best-to-generate-a-random-str
ing-in-ruby
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